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11 0, Richardson, Richardsonl homme unique a 
mes yeux, tu seras ma lecture dans tous les 
I 
temps. Force par des besoins pressants je 
vendrai mes livres; mais tu me resteras; 
/\ 
tu me resteras sur le meme rayon avec, 
.. 
Moise, Homere , Euripide et Sophocle?" 
Diderot. 
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P REFACE 
Richardson persisted in regarding himself as 
a moralist and a preacher. In each of his novels 
his aim was a moral aim and he enforced his prinei-
ples mostly through the characters of his women. 
The purpose of this thesis is to prove that 
Richardson was an unrivalled anatomist of the fe-
male heart. It will be seen by my analysis of his 
women that he knew women more intimately and intui-
tively than any author of his age and that his de-
lineation of female characters show a discrimina-
tion and a sustained power of microscopic inquiry. 
I am indebted largely for criticism and as-
sistance to Mrs. Anna L. Barbault and to Austin 
Dobson. 
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HIS LIFE 
Richardson was born in 1689 in Derbyshire. 
'I'he name of the place of his birth has not been dis-
covered, although considerable pains have been taken 
to fina it out. As far back as 1885, the late Mr. 
Malcolm Macmillan advertised in the Derby and Derby-
shire Gazette (now extinct) offering a reward of five 
pounds to any parish clerk in the county who could 
give conclusive evidence as to the registration of 
the birth of the great writer. Although the adver-
tisement appeared several times, it failed to un-
cover the information required. 
His father was a joiner - a business his son 
tells us "then more distinct from that of a carpen-
ter than now it is with us. He was a good draughts-
1 
man, and understood architecture.'~ He goes on to tell 
us. 
-My father was a very honest man, des-
cended of a family of middling note, in 
the county of Surry, but which having for 
------------------------------------------------------1 - Mrs. Barbauld P. 29 
. ------- --- - -'--- - -- -=-=-=--===-=========--=-=====-=-=-=-======--=---=-- -
1 
several generations a large number of 
children, the not large possessions were 
split and divided, so tAat he and his 
brothers were put to trades; and the 
sisters were married to tradesman." 1 
Of his mother he writes, 
"My mother was also a good woman, of 
a family not ungenteel but whose ra-
ther and mother died in her in:f'ancy, 
within half-an-hour of each other, in 
the London pestilence of 1665." 2 
He further informs us that his father was paid 
special notice by several persons of rank, among whom 
were the Duke of Monmouth and the first Earl of 
Shaftesbury. Mrs. Barbauld states that Richard-
son's father must have become deeply involved in the 
political views of the Duke and this eventually re-
sulted in a greater danger than in a distinction. 
He was forced to give up his London home and 
retire to an unknown residence in DerbJshire, where 
Samuel and two more children were born. It is this 
circumstance rather than any mystery concerning the 
obscurity of his origin that has led the novelist to 
be so reticent as to the place of his birth. 
He seems to have received but little educa-
tion. Leigh Hunt said in the London Journal (Supp. 
No. 2, 1834). 
"It .is a :f'act not generally known, that 
~-------~---~~----------------------------------------1 - Mrs. Barbauld P. 29 
2 - Ibid P. 2~ 
'--"' 
J, 
II 
Richardson --- received what education 
he had (which was very little and did 
not go beyond English) at Christ' Hos-
pital. It may be wondered how he could 
come no better taught from a school 
which had sent forth so many good schol-
ars, but in his time and indeed till very 
lately, that foundation was divided in-
to several schools, none of which par-
took of the lessons of the ethers; and 
Richardson agreeably to his father's in-
tention of bringing him up to trade, was 
probably confined to the writing school, 
where all that was taught was writing 
and arithmetic." 
Even in his childhood he was skilled in "epi~-
tolary correspondence." Before he was eleven he 
wrote an expostulatory letter to a troublesome mid-
dle-aged widow, who under the cloak of religion, 
was continually causing quarrels and disturbances. 
He assumed "the style and address of a person in 
years" and warned her of the evil of her ways. 
The letter was anonymous but his handwriting was 
detected and the widow complained bitterly to his 
mother. 
He tells us that he was a great favourite with 
young and old. 
"As a bashful and not forward boy, I was 
an early favourite with all the young 
women of taste and reading in the neigh-
bourhood. Half a dozen of them, when met 
to work with their needles, used, when 
they got a book they liked, and thought 
3 
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II 
I should, to borrow me to read to t hem; 
their mot hers sometimes with them, and 
both mothers and daughters used to be 
pleased with the observations they put 
me on making." 
"I was not more than thirteen, when three 
of these young women, unknown to each 
other, having an high opinion of my 
taciturnity, revealed to me their love-
secrets, in order to induce me to give 
them copies to write after, or correct, 
tor answers to their lover's letters; nor 
did any one ot them ever know that I was 
the secretary to the others. I have 
been directed to chide, and even repulse, 
when an offense was either taken or 
given, at the very time that the heart 
ot the chider or repulser was open before 
me, overflowing with esteem and affection; 
and the fair repulser, dreading to be 
t aken at her word directing this word, 
or that expression! to be softened or 
changed. One high y gratified with her 
lover's fervour, and vows of everlasting 
love, has said, when I have asked her di-
rection; I cannot tell you what to write; 
but (her heart on her lips) you cannot 
write too kindly; all her tear was only, 
that she should incur slight tor her kind-
ness." 1 
The elder Richardson had intended him for the 
church for which he had definitely marked qualifica-
tions. But because of financial reverses his father 
was unable to give him the requisite preparation for 
that vocation and his son was forced at the age of fif-
teen or sixteen to choose a trade for himself. Young 
Richardson chose that of a printer because he thought 
that it would give him the opportunity to read. In 
-------------------------------------------~----------1 -Richardson's Correspondence - v. 1 -Mrs. Barbauld P.4 
4 
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.. 
1?06 he was apprenticed to Mr. John Wilde of Sta-
tioner's Hall and Aldersgate Street. 
n1 served a diligent seven years to it; 
to a master who grudged every hour to 
me that tended not to his profit. --- I 
stole from the hours of rest and relaxation, 
my reading times for improvement of my 
mind. --- I took care that eyen my can-
ole was of my own purchasing, that I 
might not, in the most trifling instance, 
make my master a sufferer."! 
During these years of apprenticeship he was engaged in 
correspondence with a gentleman of wealth and "great-
ly my superior in degree," whe, had he lived, would 
have done great things f or him. After the gentle-
man's death the correspondence was burned yet it 
had helped to give readiness and fluency to his pen. 
"Early familiar letter writing,'' he says in Clarissa, 
"is one of the greatest openers and improvers of the 
mind that man or woman can be employed in." 
After his apprenticeship he continued for five 
or six years more to work as a compositor and corrector 
of the press, and part of the time as an overseer. Then 
in 1?19 he branched out and set up business as a mas-
ter printer in an unknown court in Fleet Street. Here 
he prepared for the book-sellers prefaces, indexes, 
and what he termed "honest dedications." Probably to 
-----~---------------------------------------~-------1 - Richardson!s :·-Cerres:pondenoe - v. 1 -Mrs. Barbauld P.4 
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this occupation we owe the elaborate collection of 
the Moral and Instructive Sentiments, etc., contained 
in the Histories of Pamela, Clarissa, and Sir Charles 
Grandison, which he wrote in later life. 
In 1721, two years after he went into his own 
business he married Martha Wilde, the daughter of his 
former , employer, John Wilde. By her, he had five 
sons and one daughter, all of whom but a son, died 
in infancy. Ol!l. January 25, 1731, Martha Richardson 
died, her death being hastened by grief at her loss 
of her children. In the following year Richardson 
married Elizabeth Leake, a sister of James Leake, 
a bookseller at Bath. It is believed that he is the 
J. Leak13 whose name appears, with those of Rivington 
and Osborn on the title page of the well known book, 
Familiar Letters. By his second wife he had five 
girls and one boy. "I have 'buried ;_ of these the pro-
mising boy and one girl; four girl~ I have living, 
all at present very good." 1 His many bereavements 
tended to lessen his health artd1'to increase his 
nervousness; and he was forced to live on tae diet 
of a vegetarian. 
-----~--------------------------------------~-----~--1 -Richardson's Correspondence - V. 1 -Mrs. Barbauld P.3 
I 
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Gr eat as his family trials were, he was happy 
in both marriages. He carefully educated his daugh-
ters and gave them every advantage. They all worked 
for him, transcribing his letters and arranging his 
writings; his daughter Martha was his chief amanu-
ensis. 
He was intimate in early life with Dr. Young 
(of "Night Thought~') and with the "w!L eked and witty" 
Duke of Wharton. He printed for a short time, the 
True Briton, a periodical paper published in 1723 
under the auspices of the Duke who used it a.s a 
political weapon to stir up strife in the City. 
Some of the issues of this paper were prosecuted 
but Richardson escaped as his name did not appear 
on it. From 1736 to 1737 he was the printer of the 
Daily Journal, and in 1735 of the Daily Gazetteer. 
He was now about fifty years old and comfort-
able financially. As was the fashion of the success-
ful men of that day, he took a lease on a country 
residence at Hammersmith, known as The Grange. At 
the back of the house was a garden which had a grotto 
or summer house where he worked and read his writings 
to his admirers. This was his home for fifteen years 
and then he moved to Parson's Green where he spent 
the remainder of his days. 
'l 
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During the last two years of his lite he al-
lowed himself some relaxation from business and paid 
periodical visits to the London office spending most 
of his time at Parson's Green. But as often happens, 
when he had honourably gained his leisure, his health . 
would not allow him to enjoy it. Ail~ents seized him 
and on the 4th of July, 1?61, he died suddenly from 
a stroke of apoplexy, at the age of seventy-two years. 
At his own request, be was buried in St. Bride's 
Church, Fleet Street, where other members of his family 
already lay. 
RICHARDSON'S CHARACTER 
As a man he was very vain, delighting in flat-
tery, jealous of attention, and very conscious of 
class distinctions. On the other hand, he was 
methodical, industrious, very generous, and very 
religious. 
He was temperate and very rigid in his princi-
ples. As he de~eloped his dormant genius in his lit-
erary successes, he also developed other traits in 
his personality. It wa~ necessary that he should be 
constantly flattered. Johnson said that "he died 
merely for want of change among his flatterers; he 
8 
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I 
I 
perished for want of more, like a man obliged to 
1 
breathe the same air till it is exhausted."- With 
the grawth of his desire for flattery grew his im-
patience with contemporary authors of any renown. 
He confessed that he had not read and could not read 
Fielding, Sterne, and Pope. Yet he was very ardent 
over the poetry of Young and Aaron Hill and the prose 
of Thomas Edwards and Orrery. 
"Another characteristic traceable to his 
early training and unexpected elevation 
is a certain note of uneasy servility 
where rank and riches are concerned. 
This crops up continually in his cor-
respondence always with unpleasant 
effect." ~ 
He belonged to a clique which detested Field-
ing and he himself never forgave Fielding for writ-
i~Joseph Andrews. This was perhaps natural but all 
- -- ..___---
h m hatred directed at that author was marked more 
by spite than truth. With the exception of his let-
ters to Aaron Hill (the enemy of ~ope), Young, Gibber, 
and a few others, Richardson's friends and correspon-
dents were women though Dr. Johnson was a warm ad-
mirer of his books. 
Johnson showed his regard for Richardson by his 
-----------------~-----------------------~------------1 - samuel Richardson - c. L. Thompson - P. 121 
2- Samuel Richardson - Austin Dobson - P. 190 
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I 
appreciation or his writings which he considered 
superior to those or ffielding. 
"Sir," said he, "there is all the differ-
ence in the world between characters or 
nature and characters of manners, a.nd there 
is this difference between the characters 
of .f!"ielding and those of' .l:(ichardson. Char-
acters or manners are very entertaining, 
but they are to be understood by a more 
superficial observer than characters of 
nature, where a man must dive into the 
recesses of the human heart."! 
There are several portraits of Richardson,the 
most ramous one is by ~oseph Highmore. highmore, 
a painter or eminen0e, was a personal friend or 
Richardson and depicted him as a middle aged and 
plump little man in a claret coloured coat hold-
ing his right hand in his bosom, a habit to which 
he more than once refers. He wears a flaxen wig 
which covers his ears, has a fresh colmred com-
plexion, a comfortable double chin, and a general 
look of placid benignity. 
By nature he was said to have been taciturn 
and slow, but among his friends and especially in 
the company of that "flower garden of ladies" which 
he loved to surround himself with he became spirited 
and even playful. 
-------------------------------~---------------------1 - Samuel Richardson - c. L. Thompson - P. 120 
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\ r I 
. c .... r ·.! · .. c. INTRODUCTION '..! 
Richardson signalizes the advent of a momen-
tous change in the history of English literature. 
He discovered (1) that the novel offered a chance 
for analysis and interpretation of emotion and ( 2 . .): 
that while the reading public was supposed to desire 
the rational and· classical, what it really wanted was 
the sentimental. 
A new form of limerature was needed to appeal 
to the newly arrived class of readers. The great 
growth of materiai prosperity among the people had 
largely increased the number of persons of leisure. 
The women of the middle class had unlimited time 
and taste for reading. If they did not like serious 
literature what was there for them to read? There 
were the pseudo-pastoral and pseudo-chivalric ro-
mances of the 17th century, D'Urde's Astraea, Mdlle. 
de Scudery's Grand Cyrus and Clelia but their day was 
past. 
The Tatler and The Spectator and their succes-
sors were partly meant to appeal to the female mind. 
11 
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But the short essay could not take care ot the many 
hours of leisure and it did not satisfy the burning 
interest in the affairs of the heart. Nor did Defoe 
or Swift gratify this interest. 
Richardson's novel appeared under such cir-
cumstances and it met with something of' the force 
of a tidal wave. It combined the sentimental in-
terest of the heroic tale with the moralizing ten-
dency which the periodical essay had helped to make 
fashionable. 
He was the poet of the middle-class religious 
faith. There is in his writings much of the liter-
ary significance of Bunyan, Addison, and Defoe. Like 
Bunyan his imagination was fired by his religious in-
tensity; he used, like Addison, his great psychologi-
cal observation and penetrating insight into human 
character for dramatic effect; and like Defoe he had 
a sense of detailed realism. 
The moral purpose of art was his supreme aim. 
In his trilogy of virtue - novels Pamela's ~ials, 
Clarissa's sufferings, Sir Charles Grandison's d1r-
f'mcu1ties, all lead to the path or t'inal. happiness. 
In Clarissa, the higher and finer regions of' reli-
gious enthusiasm are approached. Poetic justice is 
12 
I 
I 
observed in this .book • except in Clarissa alone, 
whom "Heaven only could re'J!ard." In the other two 
books a more grossly utilitarian atmosphere pre-
vails and it is in this world that Pamela and Sir 
Charles Grandison realize their rewards. 
13 
I 
I 
PA,MELA 
Richardson had undertaken to prepare a collec-
tion of Familiar Letters for Messrs. Rivington and 
Osborn. "in the progress of it•" he gees on to say, 
"writing tw0 or three letters to instruct handsome 
girls who were obliged to go out to services, as we 
phrase it, how to avoid the snares that might be 
1 
laid against their virtue,'r_ he remembered a story 
which he had heard many years ago. "And hence sprung 
Pamela. Little did I think of making one, much less 
2 
two volumes of it."-
His wife with a young lady ffrierlQ who lived with -
them, became interested in the progress of the book 
and were in the habit of going every evening to his 
small writing-closet and asking, '~ave you any more 
of Pamela, Mr. B.? (leading male character in Pamela) 
We are come to hear a little more of Pamela," etc. 
With this interest and encouragement from his wife 
and her friend, Pamela was rapidly written having 
been begun November 10, 1739, and was finished Janu-
ary 10, 1740. 
---------------------------------~------------------1- Richardson's Correspondence - v. 1 -Mrs. Barbauld P. 53 
2- Ibid - F. 53 
14 
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- - . 
Which of the epistles to young women first set 
him on his novel is not known. The Familiar Letters 
of 1741 contain at least three which have this theme. 
But the incident which inspired Richardson is related 
by him in a letter to Aaron Hill. It explains the 
subject of the novel;-
"! will now write to your questiE>n - lfuether 
there was any original groundwork of fact, 
for the general foundation of Pamela's 
story. 
About twenty-five years ago, a gentleman 
with whom I was intimately acquainted 
(but who, alas! is now no more) met with 
such a story as that of Pamela, in one 
of the summer tours which he used to take 
for his pleasure, attended with one ser-
vant only. At every inn he put up at, 
it was his way to inquire after curiosi-
ties in its neighborhood, either ancient 
or modern; and particularly he asked who 
was the owner of a fine house, as it 
seemed to him, beautifully situated, which 
he had passed by (describing it) within a 
mile or two of the inn. 
It was a fine house, the landlord said. The 
owner was Mr. B., a gentleman of a large es-
tate in more counties ,..~ than one. That his 
and his lady's history engaged the attention 
of everybody who eame that way, and put a 
stop to all other inquiries, though the 
house and gardens were well worth seeing. 
The lady, he said, was one of the greatest 
beauties in England; but the qualities of 
her mind had no equal; benefioient, prudent, 
and equally beloved by high and low. That 
she had been taken at twelve ,years of age, 
for the sweetness of her manners and modesty, 
and for the understanding above her yeaDs, 
by Y~. B's mother, a truly worthy lady, to 
wait on her person. Her parents ruined by 
1 5 
--
I 
suretiships, were remarkable honest and t ' 
pious, and had instilled into their daugh-
ter's mind the best principles. When 
their misfortunes happened first, they at~empted 
a little school, in their village, where 
they were much beloved; he teaching writ-
ing and the first rules of arithmetic to 
boys, his wife plain needlework to girls, 
and to knit and spin, but that it answered 
not; and when the lady took their child, the 
industrious man earned his bread by day 
day labour, and the lowest kinds of hus-
bandry. 
"That the girl, improving daily in beauty, 
modesty, and genteel and good behaviour, 
by the time she was fifteen, engaged the 
attention of her lady's son, a young gen-
tleman of free principles, who, on her 
lady's death, attempted, by all manner of 
~emptations,and devices, to seduce her. 
That .she had recourse to as many inno-
cent stratagems to e·scape the snares laid 
for her virtue; once, however, in despair, 
having been near drowning; that, at last, 
her nobel resistance, watchfulness, and 
excellent qualities, subdued him, and he 
thought fit to make her his wife. That 
she behaved herself with so much dignity, 
sweetness, and humility, that she made 
herself beloved of everybody, and even by 
his relations, who at first despised her; 
and now had the blessings of both rich 
and poor and the love of her husband. 
"The gentieman who told me this, added that 
he had the curiosity to stay in the neigh-
borhood from Friday to Sunday, that he 
might see this happy couple at church, from 
which they never absented themselves; that, 
in short, he did see them; that her deport-
ment was all sweetness, ease, and dignity 
mingle4; that he never saw a lovelier wom-
an; that her husband was as fine a man, and 
seemed even proud of his choice; and that 
she attracted the respects of the persons of 
rank present, and had the blessings of the 
poor. - The relater of the story told me all 
16 
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this transport. 
"This, Sir, was the foundation of' Pamela's 
story; but little did I think to make a 
story of' it f'or tht press. That was owing 
to this occasion."_ 
The novel which was the outcome of' the above let-
ter was published in November 1740, in two volumes, and 
its publishers were Messrs. Rivington and Osborn. Its 
contents were summarized on its title· page, which 
read as follows; - Pamela; or Virtue -Rewarded. In 
a Series of Familiar Letters from a beautiful Young 
Damsel to her Parents. Now first published in order 
to cultivate the Principles of Virtue and m'l igion , ____ _ 
in the Minds of the Youth of' both Sexes. A Narrative 
which has its Foundation in Truth and Nature; and at 
the same time that is agreeably entertains, by a 
Variety of curious and affecting Incidents, is en-
tirely divested of all those Images, which, in too 
many Pieces calculated for Amusement only, tend to in-
flame the Minds they should instruct. 
A second edition appeared in February, a third 
in March, a fourth in May. The book was received with 
great acclaim. Dr. Benjamin Slocock of' St. Saviour's, 
Southwark, recommended it from the pulpit; Pope is sup-
posed to have said that it "would do more good than 
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many volumes of sermons." 
. I Pamela was a great success. It appeared at a 
"dead period" in English literature. In 1740 nothing 
appeared except Lillo's Elmeric; the minor works, Dyer's 
Ruins of Rome and Somerville's Hobbinol; the biography 
of Gibber's Apology; the Unfortunate Princess of Mrs. 
Eliza Haywood. It had the advant~ge of being wholely 
unlike the romances of D'Urfe and Madeleine de Scudery 
which were boring greatly the court set. Another im-
" portent point of Richardson's book was that it ap-
pealed to a new audience, the humbler reader as well 
as the rich. A further feature was that it had a moral 
purpose - a new thing in the novel. 
It dealt with people who were living; it revealed 
them thinking as they would have thought in their posi-
tion in life~ 
CHARACTER OF PAMELA 
Richardson attempted to depict an ideal serving-
maid. Aside from the many violations of taste and 
morality, the heroine is a masterpiece of character-
ization. She is so life-like that one feels the same 
kind of interest in her sufferings as in those of a 
real person. 
18 
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Pamela is as real to us as to the ladies who 
two hundred years ago sympathized with her in her woes. 
By countless trivial and graphic touches she is made 
to stand before us waiting with folded hands and down-
cast eyes the commands of her lord and master. 
Her superstitions, her dread of cows and robbers 
all go to complete the picture of a little waiting maid 
of the 18th century. She was brought up in dependence 
and for dependence and looked upon men as superior 
beings. So while she is horrified by the advances of 
Mr. B., she is secretly flattered that he should think 
her a fit object of pursuit. 
Pamela is almost the only correspondent and thus 
tells her s.tory while the impression of the events is 
fresh upon her. She indulges in self analysis. It 
is not enough for her to 'act, but she must examine the 
reasons that led her to do so and carefully balance 
the motives that impelled her .at last to decide wheth-
er her proceedings were right or wrong. 
She has her little vanities. In the midst of 
her troubles she carerully takes inventory or the va-
rious articles of her wardrobe. And she has too her 
pride of position for when she leaves Mr. B.'s house 
on the intended visit to her parents she will not ae-
19 
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cept any gifts from her inferiors. "They all," she 
says, "would have made me little presents, but I would 
not take anything _from the lower servants." 
Very early in the book Richardson has his hero~ 
ine displaying the qualities of prudence and thrift 
that he was so anxious to inculcate. In the first 
letter Pamela is bemoaning the loss of her mistress 
yet in the midst of her sorrows she is concerned with 
her financial gains. 
"And (Mr. B.' ) gave me with his own hand 
four golden gUineas, and some silver, 
which were in my old lady's pocket 
when she died. Ana so I send you these 
four guineas for your comfort.",! 
Pamela has no :, protector but her own virtue 
and common sense. She is thoroughly sincere; she 
is faithful throughout the whole story to her per-
secutor although she is ~~prepared to accept help 
from Mr. Williams, her master's chaplain. She is 
virtuous but is not pure minded and here is her 
strength. If she falls it will be with her eyes open. 
Each letter reveals more clearly the practical, 
shrewd little person of Pamela and her struggle be-
tween the gratified vanity and conventional principle. 
The convention that Mr. B. being a man, and a landowner 
1 - Pamela - Novel - P. 4 
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and belonging to the upper classes and is therefore 
her superior and must be treate~ with great respect 
is quite as strong in her as the convention that at 
all costs she must preserve her honour. No one can 
doubt that if the insults were given to her by a man 
on her own social level, shesbould have scorned him. 
But because Mr. B. was a man of great wealth and in-
fluence he is forgiven what would have been unpar-
donable in a man of low rank. 
As Mrs. Barbauld remarked Pamela's conduct re-
veals a lack of delicacy incompatible with the virgi-
nal purity. While she is the frightened serving-
maid, not fully realizing her master's sinister in-
tentions and flattered by the attention paid her 
she attracts our sympathy. She is still pathetic 
to the reader when she is fully conscious of her 
danger and endeavors to escape it. Yet we can not 
forgive her for her love of an unworthy lover. 
"Is it quite natural that a girl who had 
such a genuine love for virtue, should 
feel her heart attracted to a ma.n who 
was endeavouring to destroy that virtue? 
Can a woman value her honour infinitely 
above her life, and hold in serious detes-
tation every word and look contrary to the 
nicest purity, and yet be won by those very 
attempts against her honour to which she 
~==~==iF==========~~==========~==~===~==~~====~==- - ----
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expresses so much repugnance? Does not 
pious l ove to assfmilate with pious, and 
pure with pure?" _ 
''How happy am I," sa id Pamela, "to be turned out 
of door with that sweet companion, my innocence." This 
virtue is one which she seems to be noticeably lacking. 
It is true that she set a high value upon what she called 
her "jewel". Yet one would hardly call her innocent 
when she spent most of her hours in contemplating the 
possibility that she might be seduced or violated. She 
anticipated every move made against her, and her purity 
was preserved by constant preoccupation with fears for 
its safety. 
As one studies the gradual unfolding of her prin-
ciples, there is disclosed the logical development of 
a shrewd determination to gain as much as she can out 
of life. She isapr ig and a designing little serving-
maid. Richardson started out to describe his ideal 
of feminine character but he created instead a common-
minded opportunist. 
Pamela realizes that her virtue is the most val-
uable of her possessions and Richardson encourages her 
in maintaining it and has her believing that in so doing 
she is rising to the greatest possible height of moral 
excellence. 
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It is not the man that Pamela objects to but 
his terms ~nd when he meets hers she accepts them. 
Pamela held out for her price and when she got it 
virtue was rewarded. The character of Pamela is de-
void of delicacy of feeling. 
PAMELA.' S OPPORTUNISM 
Pamela's virtue is exceedingly self-conscious 
and obviously associated with a very shrewd eye for 
opportunities. Her affinities with the waiting maid 
of real life make her a more real and therefore a more 
interesting if less heroic figure; but Richardson, in 
order to make his moral lesson as impressiveas possi-
ble was in pursuit not of the interesting so much as 
the heroic. He wanted an ideal waiting-maid and not 
a real one, for his purpose; and these marks of a very 
commonplace and even rather vulgar realism only serve 
to make the ideal figure on its lofty moral pedestal, 
a little ridiculous. 
Upon a careful review of the whole circumstances 
one finds it hard to avoid the suspicion that it is 
calculation and not timidity which keeps Pamela a 
prisoner. - that she sees a chance of inducing the in-
fatuated Mr. B. to marry her and that gambling for a 
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state so high she is prepared to make some very dan-
gerous ventures indeed, 
"It is easy to criticize Pamela as a woman, 
She is obvi ously a representation of the 
excellences loved by the Puritan mind. She 
enforced the lesson of the beauty of good-
ness but what through Richardson's matter-
of-factness looks too much like the policy 
of being honest. She had her vanities, and 
weaknesses, however, which save her from 
being too offensive a paragon. She is often 
a minx, who certainly doe.s not fascinate the 
reader of a different epoch as she did the 
friends of Mr. B. and lovers of sensibility 
of 1740."!, 
Her character reveals a multitude of light almost 
impe~ceptible touches of nature, the feminine foibles 
and flashes of temperament that Richardson has been 
keenly observing all his life and which slip incon-
sciously from his pen. Her perfect lifelikeness can 
not be challenged however we may di slike and criticize 
her. 
Pamela was the first creation of that kind in our 
literature and as Richardson had very little actual ac-
quaintance with young we>men of the class he had to rely 
on his own imagination. 
Scott's criticism of Pamela was; 
"Pamela herself supposes them (Mr. B.'s villain-
ies) more than atoned for by his condeeen-
sions in wedding her and consents to re-
ceive into favour even the unwomanly and 
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' infamous Mrs. Jewkes, because the old pro-
curess had acted a part she should have 
been hanged for at the command forsooth 
pf' a generous master. There is want of 
taste in this humiliation and a touch 
of' spirit upon the occasion would not 
have misbecome even the all-forgiving 
Pa.mela. 111 
LADY DAVERS 
Lady ~avers is derived from the post-Restora-
tion comedy rather than from personal experience. Lady 
Davers is the first crude sketch of the character which 
afterwards becomes Anna Howe and Charlotte Grandison. 
Her manners are those of' a common woman rather than 
those of' a cultured lady. One of Richardson's corres-
pondents assured us that he could find a half dezen 
of' Lady Davers {her wit exceptedj among his acquain-
tances but it is evident that she is drawn wholly from 
the author's imagination. 
Her interview with Pamela after the latter's 
marriage is one series of denouncements and invec-
tives whiCh no woman with any degree of pride and 
spirit would haw listened to. 
"Thou•rt got into a fool's paradise, I 
dou~t; but wilt find thyself terribly 
mistaken, in a little while, if thou 
thinkest my brother will disgrace his 
------------------------------------------------------1 - Scott - P. 43 
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' family for the sake of thy baby-face." 
"Well, but my dear child, 11 said she in 
drollery, ndon•t be too pert neither. 
Thou wilt not find thy master's sister 
half so ready as thy mannerly master 
is, to bear with thy freedoms. A lit-
tle more of that modesty and humility, 
therefore, wnich my mother• a waiting-
wench used to shew, will become thee 
better that the airs thou givest thy-
self." 
"How now, Pert-one," said my lady, "do 
you know to whom you talk?" 
11 I beg pardon, madaml But le at I should 
still further forget myself- 11 
"And then I made a low curtsey, and was 
going. But she arose, and gave me a 
push, and pull 1 d the chair, and setting 
the back against the do or, sat down on 
it." 
·"Well, 11 said I, "I can bear anything at 
your lady- ship 1 a hands. 11 
Yet I was re~dy to ery. And I went and 
sat down, and fann 1 d myself, at the other 
end of the room. 
Her woman(! who stood all the t~e, said 
softly - 'Mrs. Pamela you Should not sit 
in my lady's presence~ My lady, tho' she 
did not hear her, said - "You shall sit 
down, ~ld, in the room where I am, when 
I give you leave." 
11 I stood. up, and said - 1Wben you ladyship 
will hardly permit me to stand, I might 
be allowed to sit.• 
11But I ask'd you, said she - 'Whither your 
master is gone 'l 1 
"To one Mr. Carlton' s 1 madam about sixteen 
miles off, who is very ill.~ 
11And when does be come home 1 u 
11Thi s evening, madam. n 
"And whither are you going?" 
"To a gentleman's house in town, madam." 
"And how were ycru to go? 11 
"In a chariot, madam. :: 
"Why, you must be a lady in time, to be surel 
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I believe you'd become 
well, childl Were you 
with your master?" 
"I beseech you, madam," said I, very much 
nettled, ''to ask half a dozen such ques-
tions together; because one answer may 
do for alll 11 
"Why, Bold-face," said she, "You'll for-
get your distance and bring me to your 
level before my time. 11 
"I could no longer refrain tears, but 
said - 'Pray your ladyship, let me ask, 
What I have done to be thus seve~y 
treated? If you think I am deceived, 
as you were pleased to hint, ought I 
not rather to be entitled to your pity, 
than to your anger?, 
. "---------------------- --------------- . 
uJackey," said my lady, "come, let us go 
to dinner. Do you, Wordon, (to her woman) 
assist the girl in waiting on us. we will 
ba.ve no men-fellows. Come, my young 1ady, 
shall I help you off with your whit.e '., glove? 11 
"I hav~ not, madam~ deserv• d this at your 
ladyship's hands.' 
11 Mrs. Jewkes coming in with the first dish, 
she said - 1 Do you expect anybody else,Mrs. 
Jewkes, that the cloth is laid for three?" 
"I hoped your ladyship and madam, ;, replied 
Mrs . Jewkes, "would have been so well recon-
cil'd, that she would have sat down,too. 11 
"What means the clownish woman?" said my lady, 
in great disdain;" could you think the crea-
ture should sit down w1 th me? 11 
11 She;, does, and please your ladyship, with my 
master.:: 
"Sol" said she, ·• the wench has got thee over£ 
Come , my little dear, pull off thy gloves , 
I say; and off she pull'd my left glove her-
self, and spy 1 d my ring - '0 my dear Godl 
said she, if the wench has not got a ringl 
Well,1: this is a pretty piece of foolery , in-
deedl Dost know, my friend, that thou.··:art 
miserable tricked? And so, poor innocentl 
r 
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' thou hast made a fin~ exchange, hast thou 
not? Thy honesty for this baublel Ani, 
I'll warrant, my little dear has topp'd her 
part, and paraded it like any real wife; 
and so m.imicks still the condition! - Why, 
said she, and turn 1 d me round, thou art 
as mincing asany bridel No wonder thou art 
thus trick'd out, and talkest of thy pre-
engagementsl Pry 1 thee, child, walk before 
me to that glass; survey thyself, and come 
back to me, that I may SLee how finely thou 
canst act the theatrical part given thee . 
"I was then resolved to try to be silent; 
altho exceedingly vex 1 d. I went ~u th0 
window, and sat down in it, and she took 
her place at the table; and her saucy 
nephew, fleering at me most provokingly, 
sat down by her. 11 
11 Her ladyship eat some soup , as did her 
kinsman; and then, as she vvas cutting up 
a dhicken, said, with as little decency 
as goodness - 1 If thou longest, my little 
dear, I will help thee to a pinmon, or 
breast. 1 
"Pamela., said my lady, help me to a glass 
of wine - No, Worden, you shan't; for she 
was offering to do it. I will have my Lady 
Bride confer that honour upon me; and then 
I shall see if she can stand up - I was si-
lent, and stirred not. 
"Dost hear, Chastity? 11 said she; tt.'I'Til t thou 
help me to a glass of ~ne, when I bid thee? 
Whatl not stirl Th~n I'll come and help thee 
to one,u 
"Stili, I mov'd not; but, fanning myself, con~ 
tinued silent." 
"When I have ask 1 d thee, Meek-one, half a. doz-
en questions together, said she, I suppose 
that wilt answer them all at once. Canst 
thou not find one word for me? Canst thou 
not f:l.nd thy feet?" 
11 I was so vex1d, I bit out a piece of my fan, 
not knowing what I did; but still I said 
nothing, only fluttering, and fanning myself."' 
11 Ibelieve, said she, my next question will 
1 
make up a half dozen; and then, Modest-one, 1 
I shSL 1 be entitled to an answer." I 
"I arose from the window, and walki ng to the 
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' you please, said I; but I must tell your 
ladyship, I scorn your words, and am as 
much marry 1 d as your ladyship1" 
"At that she ran to me, but her woman in-
posed again - 'Let the vain creature go 
from your presence, madam, said she. She 
is not worthy to be in it. She will but 
vex yru r ladyship. 11 
"Stand away, Wordon, said my lady. That is 
an assertion, that I would not take from 
my brother. I can't bear it. As much 
marry 1 d as I1 Is that to be borne?" 
"Mrs. Jewkes coming nearer me, and my lady 
walking about the room, being then at the 
end, I whisper 1 d - Let Robert stay at the 
elms; I 1 11 have a · struggle for•t by-and-by." 
"As much marry'd as Il repeated she - The 
insolence of the creature 1 - Talking to 
herself, to her woman, and now and then to 
me, as she walked; but seei:gg I could not 
please her, I thoug~I have better be si-
lent • "_:: 
The above quotation reveals Lady Davers in all 
her coarse vigour. She is probably a fancy picture 
rather than a study. It is possible that a termagant 
might have behaved as atrociously as she is made to do 
but Richardson found readily flatters to assure him of 
the fidelity of< the fidelity of the character. 
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MRS. JEWKES 
In creating such a character as Mrs. Jewkes, 
Richardson resorts to the old English lampooning 
device of making the exterior reveal the internal 
ugliness. He has outdone himself in describing her 
as hideous and repulsive as possible. 
11 She is a broad, squat, pursy, fat thing, 
quite ugly, if anyt hing human can be so 
called; about forty years old, She has a 
huge hand, and an arm as thick - I never 
saw such a thick arm in my life. Her 
nose is flat and crooked, and her brows 
grow down over her eyes; a dead, spite-
ful, grey, goggling eye; and her face 
is flat and broad; and as to colour, 
looks as if it had been pickled a month 
in saltpetre. I daresay she drinks. 
She has a hoarse, manlike voice, and 
is as thick as she's long; and yet 
looks so deadly strong, that I am afraid 
she would dash me at her foot in an in-
stant if I was to vex her - So that with 
a heart more ugly than her face, she 
frightens me sadly; and I am undone to 
be sure, if God does not protect me; for 
she is very very wicked- indeed she fs."l 
Nothing could be more graphic and in order t o em-
phasize his v.iews on morality i t :·: was necessary that vice 
Should be personified and pictured so unmercifully. 
Though unfortunately for us the devil does not always 
appear in such repulsive f orms. Pamela is not at all 
blind to the woman's real character and the astonish-
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ing part of it all is that she makes nc . great effort 
to the woman, when in the secure position of the mar-
ried state, she can afford to be bountifully gener-
ous. The result of the angelic sweetness is such that 
later Mrs. Jewkes turns from her wicked ways and is im-
mediately seized with a mortal illness, during Which 
she receives every attention at the hands of her for -
giving mistress. 
11 I might have mentioned, 11 writes Pamela, 
11 that I made ~1rs. Jewkes dine and sup with 
me; and she was much pleased with it, and 
my behaviour to her. Add I could see, 
by her manner, that she was a little struck 
inwardly at some of her former conduct 
to me. But, poor wretchl it is much, 
I fear, because I am what I am, for she 
has otherwise very little remorse, I 
doubt. Her talk and actions are entire-
ly different from what they used to be, 
quite circumspect and decent; and I should 
have thought her virtuous, and even piouf, 
had I never known her in m. other light. 11_ 
Again Pamela says of her; 
11You may see ••• what sort of woman this 
Mrs. Jewkes is ••• Every now and then 
she would be staring in my face, in the 
chariot, and squeezing my hand, and say-
ing - Why, you are v~ry pretty, my silent 
dearl And once she offer'd to kiss me. 
But I said - I don't like this sort of 
carriage, Mrs. Jewkes; it is not like 
two persons of one sex to each other . 
She fell laughing very confidently, am 
said- That's prettily said, I vowl Then 
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thou hadst rather be kissed by the other 
sex? 1 ! fackins I commend thee for thatl'~ 
"------------------- -
"I was sadly teazed with her impertinence and 
bold was; but no wonder; she was house-keep-
er at an inn, before she came to my master. 
And indeed she made nothing to talk boldly 
on twenty occasions in the chariot, and 
said two or three times, when she saw the 
tears trickle down my cheeks, I was sorely 
hurt, truly, to have the handsomest and 
finest young gentleman in five counties 
in love with me. o;~ 
'' -----------------~-
•iso I find I am got into the hands of a wick-
ed procuress. n 
"Why now, said sbe how strangely you talkl 
Are not the two sexes made for each other? 
And is it not natural for a man to love a 
pretty woman? Ani then the wretch t·t:dl a 
laughing. and ta11t: 1 d mo s t impertinently, 
and shew'd, that I had nothing to expect 
either from her virtue or compassion."~ 
One feels that RiChardson in trying to make wick-
edness ugly in his portrayal of Mrs. Jewkes, probabili-
ty has been greatly strained. 
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CLARISSA HARLOWE 
Richardson was raised to literary fame as the au-
thor of Pamela. Naturally his circle of friends and 
correspondents was greatly enlarged and he was brought 
into contact with many of the distinguished men of the 
period. The group of admirers1 principally ladies, of 
which he was the center, the quiet peaceful atmosphere 
of his country seat, the habit of reading his morning's 
work to appreciative listeners - all shed light on the 
deliberate method and clearer knowledge of his own 
powers which distinguished his second novel from the 
first. How far he accepted any suggestions and criti-
cisms from his daily audience can not be calculated, 
but we do know that he expanded in an atmosphere of 
understanding and responsive sympathy, and to his sen-
sitive sout' praise and appreciation were a~ food and 
drink. 
Clarissa was published in seven volumes. The first 
two were issued in November 1747, two more in April 1748, 
and the remaining three in December 1748. The aim of the 
novel was not only to teach a moral, but to improve on 
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the teaching of Pamela, and to clear up any rash or 
unfair conclusions that mi ght have been drawn from 
it. The author feared that romantic serv!ng-maids 
and scheming girls would dream of conquering their mas-
ter1s or lover's unrestrained passions and was not Mr. 
B. a perfect example of the prevalent belief "a re-
fined rake makes the best husband. •i 
"Nothing can be more simple than the story, -
A young lady, pressed by her parents to 
marry a man every way disagreeable to her 
and placed under the moit cruel restrain~ 
leaves her father's house, and throws her-
self upon the protection of her lover, a 
man of sense and spirit, but a libertine. 
When he finds her in his power, he artful-
ly declines marriage, and eonveys her to 
a house kept for the worst of purposes. 
There, after many fruitless attempts to 
ensnare her virtue, he at lenghh violates 
her person. She escapes from fUrther 
outrage. He finds her out in her retreat, 
offers her marriag9, which she rejects. 
Her friends are obdurate. She retires to 
solitary lodgings; grief and shame overwhelm 
her, and she dies broken-hearted; her 
friends lament their severity when too late. 
Her violator is transiently stung with re-
morse, but not reformed. He leaves the 
kingdom in order to dissipate his chagrin 
and is killed in a duel by a relation of 
the lady 1 a. 11.! 
In his second heroine, Richardson has drawn one of 
the noblest of women. The "divine Clarissa"- as was once 
the custom of her admirers to call her - oo mpletely dom-
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inates the story f'rom beginning t _o end and starts with 
considerable personal advantage over Pamela. She is a 
more sympathetic and attractive figure, simpler, more 
ref'ined and of' a more unconscious purity. No heroine 
has ever had a more charming or conv~cing personality; 
she is even more lif'e-like than Pamela, and far more ad-
mirable. Clarissa is morally f'ar more sincere ana genu-
ine than her predecessor in f'iction. Both are prigs; 
they have to be in order to convey Richardson's moral 
ref'lections. Clarissa f'ar more of'ten than Pamela takes 
the pen f'rom he.r creator and writes not what the prea-
cher would have her say but what it is given her to utter 
out of' t~e deepe~t depths of' a human heart. We believe 
in her case as we never do in tba t of' Pamela, that she 
is seldom, if' ever, a prig on her own account. We learn 
to look upon her as a liv~g, breathing, suff'ering wom-
an apart f'rom the mere mouthpiece of' moral commonplaces. 
We have more and more of the natural woman. 
The situation is one which the author was more at 
home in than the situations in either Pamela or ~ 
Cbarl~s Grandison. Richardson was more in key with the 
middle-class lif'e where Clarissa Barlowe belonged, than 
in the low lif'e of Pamela pr the high life of Sir Charles 
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Grandison. Into this life sett1ng Richardson could 
w1 th ease imagine and impulsive, affectionate, .· highly 
princ1pled girl being persecuted by her family and her 
lover. Clarissa is more life-like in what she does 
than in what she says because she has to say too muCh. 
Her hesitations, her waverings, and her withdrawals, 
her persistences - all these reveal her. 
Her weaknesses are Shown to the reader by her own 
self-betrayal, by her vacillations when She should have 
been determined. Yet there is a certain attractiveness 
in her innocent mistakes as in her fortitude and high 
ideals. She is a person of great beauty and sets the 
fashions for the country. She is educated far beyond 
the average woman of her time, and was proficient in 
,;the four principal rules of arithmetic;'; bad a knowl-
edge of French, Italian, and the Classics. Her time 
was systemmatically distributed with music, drawing, 
and needlework, with allowances for sleep, meals, 
visits with the clergy, and ministrations to the poor. 
All these qualities represented Richardson's ·ideal 
woman. 
She is like her creator - a social reformer. When 
her women friends were gathered around the card table, or 
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were indulging in some scandal, she tactfUlly would 
introduce some entertaining subject. Many timep, one 
is inclined to think that She takes herself too serious-
ly; yet though there is no show of self-pity, she shows 
great compassion for the frailties .-Jof her friends. 
Clarissa is a very womanly werman; a woman of strong 
and tender attachment, ofgreat family loyalty •. 
"Her duty to her parents is implicit, except 
in the article of sacrificing herself to a 
man utterly disgustful to her; and she bears, 
with the g-reatest meakness, the ill usage 
she receives from the other branches of the 
family. Ddty, indeed, is the great prin~ple 
pf her conduct. Her mart is broken at her 
mother's displeasure. ur had rather all the 
world should be angry with me than my mamma. " 
Of her father she would not 11sten to one 
word against him. 11 If then you would avoid 
my highest displeasure, you must spare my 
mother, and surely you will follow me,with 
her to pity as well as to love and honour 
my father.".!. 
The great passion of Olarissa is for purity. 
She always has herself under perfect control, and will 
admit only a ;•conditional ihiking" for Lovelace. Some be-
li.eve that the author made her too frigid~ that they 
wished that he had made her more ardent. 
She bas a sen~e of superio:Il.ty toward l:ler fellow 
creatures. Being used to flattery and admiration, she 
bas the serene sense of security and self-confidence. 
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Even after she has fallen into the power of Lovelace, 
she treats him with disdain. Gradually she raallzes 
that she no longer can be regarded as a model of de-
corum and propriety. Here lies her trag~ Gone is 
that complacent self-confidence and proud spirit. And 
Clarissa knows that her moral Victory is all her own. 
Closely associated with Clarissa's pride is her 
obstinacy. Once an idea has entered her head, nothing 
can make her change her mind. "My wl.ll," she explains 
proudly, 11is vd.olated." She is full of superstitions; 
all her misfortunes are due, she thinks, to her father's 
curse. 
Her standards are very conventional, and she has 
not patience with anything that is not perfectly pro-
per. She is decidedly class conscious; her attitude 
toward the poor is one of lofty patronage. One time 
when she gave an old dress to a servant, she said, 
"The sleeves and the robings and facings must be al-
tered for your wear, being I believe, above your sta-
tion. _.~t 
Clarissa in spite of her eighteenth century 
dress, remains a. perfect portraiture of the eternal 
Woman of all times and places& She gives herself to 
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us in her own words, yet with a mental r eserve that 
a girl would actually use as there is always some fi-
nal fact that a girl must withhold. She gives not her-
self alone, but pictures her environment viv1dly and 
coma ncingly. While it may seem utterly absurd in 
Richardson to treat her l ove affair so minutely as 
he does, it is very natural for her to dwell upon it 
in detail. To her it is her existence, the center of 
her living experience, and she would not tire herself 
or her friend Miss Anna Howe in her correspondence. 
Sco t t says of Clarissa, 
nThe conduct of the injured Clarissa 
through the subsequent scenes ••• raise 
her in her calamitous condition so far 
above all aroung her, t hat her charac-
ter beams on the reader w1 th something 
like superhuman splendour. There is a 
noble pride amid the sor row with which we 
contemplate the distresses of such a 
being as Vlarissa becoming more exalted 
over that personal dishonour which when 
it has once taken place under the cir-
cumstance is generally understood to 
lfmfer degradation."! 
Alfred de Musset calls Clarissa 11 le premier ro-
man du monde. 11 
Clarissa the slave to convention, - social, 
moral and religious, - suddenly revolts its tyranny 
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and vindicates her claim to liberty. All possible 
inducements urge her to marry Lovelace, but she will 
not yield. In the first consciousnessof her shame, 
she longs for eternal silence, and in her mad rav-
ings, there is tragic horror. With restored rea-
son, her courage and strengt h r eturns, and she looks 
upon her approaching end with fiine serenity. She 
realizes the worst that life can bring, its great 
sorrows and trials, and she is surrounded by an air 
of pathetic holiness. She looks for heavenly com-
pensation. 
It is not her refusal of Lovelace that gives her 
greatness, but the magnanimity and dignity of a char-
acta~ that rises superior to eart hly dishonor. Her 
purity of soul remains unspoiled by Lovelace's out-
rage. 
11The whole idea in Clarissa is that of natural 
beauty and the excellence of a woman's 
heart andher power to suffer shames un-
told without surrendering her personal 
d1 gni ty. So he conjured up a mind and 
eould that could not be stuffed into the 
pigeon holes of any prudential scheme I 
pf morality, but had to run its course 1 
to the death. Clarissa is exquisite 1
1 and true. She is one ofthe noblest 
creations in literature, and perhaps 
the most complete. Her charm, her pride, 
her modesty, are salient qualities."! 
----~-----------------------------------------------1 - History ofEnglish Novel- E. Baker - P. 43 
Mrs. Barbauld.~:ln' .her treatment of / Clarissa says, 
"In one instance, however, Clarissa certainly 
sins against the delicacy o£her charac-
ter, - that is, in allowing hersel£ to 
be made a show of to the loose compan-
ions of Lovelace; - But, how does her 
character rise, when we come to the more 
distressful scenes; the view of her horror, 
when deluded by the pretended relations, 
she reenters the fatal house, her tempo-
rary insanity a£ter the outrage, in 
which she so affectingly holds up to 
Lovelace the license he had procured, rud 
her dignified behaviour she first sees 
her ravisher, after the perpetration 
of his crime. What finer subject could 
be presented to the painter, than that 
in which Clarissa grasps the pen-knife 
in her hand, her eyes lifted up to hea-
ven, the whites of them only visible, 
ready to plunge it in her breast, to 
preserve hersel£ from further outrage. 
Lovelace, aghast with terror, and speechless, 
thrown back to the further end of the 
room? Or, the prison scene, where ahe 
is represented, kneeling amidst the 
gloom and horror of the dismal abode, 
illuminating asit we.re, the dark cham-
ber, her face reclined on her crossed 
arms, her white garments noating roun:l 
her in the negligence of woe ••• or, 
the scene of calmer 1:u t he art piercing 
sorrow, in the interview Colonel Marden 
has with her in her dying moments. She 
is repre sented fallen into a slumber, in 
her elbow-chair, leaning on the widow 
Lovick, whose left arm c. :t s arou.n@ her 
neck; one faded cheek r esting on the ~ood 
woman's bosom, the kindly warmth of which 
bad overspread it with a £lush, the other 
pale and hollow, as if already ieed over 
by death; her hands, the blueness of the 
veins contrasting thin Whiteness, hanging 
lifelessly before her, the widow's tears 
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dropping unfelt upon her face - Colonel 
Marden, w1th his arms folded, gazing on 
he:&: in silece, her coffin just appear-
ing behind a screen. What admiration, 
what reverence does the author inspire 
us with for the innocent sufferer, the 
sufferings too of such a peculiar na-
ture. 11! · 
genuine masterpieces of ·literature for two reasons. 
"In the first place, her excellence is 
of a sort which can disturb no one ; and 
in+: the second place, her end, brought 
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about by her one violation of the conven-
tional code, in no way challenges the 
pleasing assumption that all is funda-
mentally well, both in human society 
and the universe at large~ True trage-
dy shames and f'rightens. "1 
The greatness of Clarissa is shown by her separat-
ing herself from her lover as soon as she realizes his 
dishonourable views; in ohooging death rather a repmti-
tion of the outrage; in her fir.m indignant attitude mixed 
with great patience and resignation; in the greatness of' 
mind with which she views her approaching death; and in 
her meek forgiveness of her unfeeling relatives. 
ANNA HOWE 
Miss Howe is the correspondent to Whom Claris sa 
addresses the story of her misf'ortunes. She is a 
strong contrast to the heroine to whom she is very 
devoted and is worthy of being her friend. Vivacious, 
loyal, clear-sighted, but ~pish she offers a humor-
ous relief to the tragic · element of' the story. Her 
perf'ormance is something similar to the sane and 
critical poise which is a function of the chorus in 
Greek drama. 
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Soo tt writes, 
11 Mis s Howe is an admirable sketched <m.aracter 
drawn in strong contrast to that of Clarissa, 
yet worthy of being her friend - w11h more of 
worldly perspicacity, though less of abstracted 
principle and She, when they argue upon points 
of doubt ::: and delicacy, is often able, by going 
directly to the question at issue, to start 
the game, while her more gifted correspondent 
does but beat the bush. Her hlg h spirit and 
disinterested devotion for her frieni, acknowledge-
ing, as she does on all occasions :Mr own in-
feriority, show her in a noble point of view 
and though we are afraid she must have given 
honest Mr. Hickman (notwithstanding b:lt' resolu-
.tions to the contrary) rather an uneasy time 
of ."' it after marriage yet it is impossible 
not to think that she was a prize worth suf-
fering for." 1 
Her chief failing is her tendency to flippan-
cy and too great vivacity of spirits. She is a born 
tease and flirt. Her independent nature does not 
yield readily to parental rule or to male domination 
ani she frets at the shackles imposed on her by her 
sex. She was born a few centuries too soon, as any 
liberty, outside of the married state was in the 
eighteenth century impossible for a girl of her class. 
She accepts the devotion of Hick,- ,-ID18.n, a man of reputa-
ble name but lacking in spirit and virility. She 
treats him like a slave, and as if he were created 
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solely ror her pleasure, now encouraging and now re-
pulsing him. 
Even after it was publicly uderstood t hat he 
was her sui tor she still le pt him in susperqe as to 
her real intentiom towards him. As a result or this 
dog-like devotion she thinks less or him as a man. 
"Poor man" she says, "he has not much penetration. 
If he had, he would not think so well of me as he 
does. 11 
Many times she is outrageously rude to him. Al-
though she is supposed to have a real regard ror him, 
she treats him with an open scorn that in actual 
lire would certainly cost a woman the most attached 
lover. This defect she has in common with the other 
so-cal~d witty women of Richardson's novels, Lady 
Davers and Charlotte Grandison. 
Still she relieves the st.rain of rome of the most 
tragic moments in the story with her amusing letters 
and her accounts of her difficulti~s with her mother 
and of thB latter's courtship by Anthony Harlowe. 
Dilatoriness is characteristic of Miss Howe. In 
spite of her protestations, even though she has a 
willing agent in the person of her love, Hickman, 
she does singularly little for Charossa's assistance. 
IrB tead of na rrying him, and obtaining the right to 
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act independently of her motmr, who is under the 
Harlowinfluence, she flirts and delays, and will not 
wed till Clarissa is happy, thus losing her one 
chance of giving any if effectual aid. 
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M R S. H A R L 0 W E. 
Mrs. Harloweis a sweet amiable person, torn 
between maternal soli~ tude and marital duty. She 
also considers obedience as an obligation. Her 
spirit has been broken by years of submission and 
she sacrifices her daughter because she is too weak -
willed to think or to act independently. RiclJard-
son has shown mind penetration in mating this woman 
to such an over-bearing tyrant as Mr. Harlowe. 
Anna Howe sums up her t .imorous character, 
"You pity her motherl So do not I. I pity 
no mother that puts it out of her power to 
show maternal love and humanity in order to 
patch up for herself a precarious and sorry 
quiet which every blast of wind smll dis-
turb. u -
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S I R C H A R L E S G R A N D I S 0 N 
Many of Richards:> n 1 s female admi.~.·ers begged 
that he would draw a perfect man to offset the vil-
lain Lovelace in C~arissa Harlowe. Richardson res-
ponded with Sir Charles Grandison. The first four 
lDlumes were published in November, 1753; in Decem-
followed two more volumes and in March, 1754, the 
book was completed by a seventh and fina l volume. 
The story is as follows;- Miss Harriet 
Byron is an orphan of great personal charms who 
had been educated by her grandparents in a most 
exemplary way. Having a fortune of fifteen thou-
sand pounds, she is consequently an object of great 
interest to the country gentlemen of the vicinity. 
At the opening of the story she has gone on a visit 
to London, leav~ng behind her t~ee dismnsolate ae-
mirers. While in London ane is again pursued by new 
suitors and among them is Sir Hargrave Pollexfen who 
is one of Richardson's liberties on Lovelace's pat-
tern. He f&ls deeply in love with Miss Byron but 
she does not respond to his passl.on. He in bis des-
per~ion decides to abduct her and is successful in 
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escaping with her to his country-house until they 
are encountered by another coach containing Sir 
Charles Grandison. The latter quickly -rescues the 
heroine and takes her to the home or his brother-!hn-
law. 
She falls hopelessly in love with him and while 
he is conscious or her charms he does not respond 
to her passion which she rinds it extremely difri-
eult to conceal. The explanation is that he is prac-
tically engaged. When in Italy he became acq~ainted 
with the noble Porretta ram11y of Bologna whose only 
daughter had become desperately attached to her 
English instructor, Sir Charles. As he was a Pro-
testant and Signorina Clementina aRoman 8atholic, 
the Porrettas proposed to him to renaunce his re-
ligion. 
No compromise was feasible so he left Italy 
and Clementina lost her reason. She then decides 
to renounce her love rather than her religion and 
urges her lover to take an English bride. Sir 
Charles then marries Miss Byron. At the close of 
the story it is understood that Clementina may ~n 
due t~e accept t~e addresses of an admirer, the 
Count of Belvidere. 
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MISS I~IET BYRON 
Miss B.Yr!:>on is represented as amiable, gentle 
am very beautiful. She is supposed to be another 
Clarissa, a pattern of perfection. A description 
of her personal charms is told by Mr. Grenville 
in his second letter to Lady Frampton. He says; 
"Her cheek - I never saw a cheek so 
beautifully turned; illustrated as it 
is by a charming carmine flush which 
denotes sound bealth. A most be-
wi tdl. ing dJunple takes place in each 
when she smiles; and she has so much 
reason to be pleased with herself 
and with all ab.out her (for she is 
the idol of her relatives) that I be-
lieve from infancy she never frowned; 
nor can a frown, it is my opinion, 
sit upon her face for a minute. Her 
mouth - ther . .;; never was so lovely a mouth. 
But no wonder; since such rosy lips 
and such ivory and even teeth must 
give beauty to a mouth less charming 
than hers. " 1 
While she is very beautiful and charming she :t.s 
a ~eak and passive person. One blemish on her charac-
ter is her preoccupation with matrimony; it absorbs 
her complete attention. Although she has numerous 
admirers she is always on the watch for more; and 
she regards eveyy male as a potential husband. 
If she had been less frank we would feel more 
----------~------------------------------------------
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sympathy ror her; wewould have admired her surrer-
ing in si lance. She rlaunted her resigna. tion and 
awaited rlattery upon it. 
There is a reeling or indelicacy concerning 
her which we know Clarissa in sLr1ilar circumstances 
would have been incapable or inspiring. Harriet 
builds up strong allies in Sir Charles' ramily 
and among his rriends in order to strengthen her-
selr in the good graces of Sir Sharles. She reveals 
her love for him even when she knows that it is not 
returned and tells all her rriends about it. This 
precious experience should ordinari~y be kept a sa-
cred secret especially when it was all on her side. 
It has a degrading effect upon her character. 
Her lo~ is obvious to everyone, though the 
object of it is supposed to be miraculously blind 
to it. "You ladies must have seen that Miss Byron 
has a more than graterul regard for your brother, 11 
says Dr. Bartlett, and Lady Olivia observes that, 
"her eyes, by their orficious withdrawing from his, 
and by the consciousness that glowed in her race 
whenever he addressed her, betrayed at least to a 
jealous eye more than she would wish to have seen. ii 
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In letters that are read by her cousin, grand-
mother, her aunt and uncle, and by relations o£ vari-
ous degrees o£ kinship, she describes Grandison in the 
£ollowing glowing words;-
"Oh, my aunt, be so good as to let the 
servants prepare my apartment at Selby House. 
There is no living within the blazing 
glory of this manl But for one's com-
fort he appears to have one fault, ana 
he owns it J •• This fault is pride. Do 
you mind what a stress he lays now and 
then on the family name? 'Dignity,' says 
he, 'that becomes my sisters! 1 Proud mer-
tall 0, my Lucy, he is proud, too proud, 
I doubt, as well as too considerable in 
his fortunes. vVhat would I say? Yet I 
know who would study to make him the 
bappi~st of men. "1. 
It is difficult to feel very much compassion 
for suCh a heroine, even when Sir Charles goes away, 
and her cheeks grow pale andthin, and all her friends 
know the reason, and aondole with her upon it. When 
the letter announcing the approaChing marriage of 
Sir Charles and Clementina is received, its contents 
are told to no less than nine people, who discuss it 
together, and announce the news to hEr' in £ull assem-
bly. ::I see," said she, 11by the compassionate looks 
of everyone, that something is thematter ••• Well, 
my friends, you are all grieved for me because the 
----------------------------------------------------1 - Sir Charles Grandison P. 231 
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man is Sir Cm.rles Grandison. And so, doctor, he :is 
actually married? God Almighty£" piously bending 
one . knee , 11make him and his Clemen tina haPP'li• 11 The 
average woman in such circumstances would suffer 
torture at such openly expressed sympathy but Har-
riet flaunts her resignation and invites campli-
ments upon it. 
Yet in spite of all this exaggerated candour, 
one can see a great deal that is interesting in 
the workings of a woman's heart. The secret agita-
tions, the changes from hope to despa~r, o£ gaiety 
and depression, all tbe se emotions which are, by a 
supreme effort, generally kept hidden from the world 
are bared to the reader. 
"llret me ask you, my Lucy,!! she says, "you have 
passed the fiery ordea~ Did you ever find in your-
self a kind of impatience, next to petulance; and in 
your heart (only for fear of exposing yourself} that 
you were ready to quarrel, or be short, with anybody 
that came upon you of a sudden, yet have no business 
of consequence to engage wither your fingers or your 
thoughts... The letters are full of passages lilce this 
showing subtle insight and sympathetic understanding 
of the growth passion. 
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CLEMENT INA 
One's sympathy is apt to go to Slementina be-
cause she is the loser in the love battle and because 
her madness is real.ly pathetic. Glementina (the 11di-
vine11 so some call her) outrivals Harriet Byron in the 
interest that reaches the heart. She has the deeper 
nature that seems to be nnrked for tragedy andher fate 
is almost as pathetic as Clarissaa. Rent between a 
love that seizes her like fatality and the zeal of 
her religiom, ~~e loses her reason and recovers only 
to immolate her earthly happiness to her belief in a 
life hereafter. 
Richardson has clothed· her with great delicacy 
and appealing innocence but beneath this exquisite 
exterior is such force of temperament as to upset her 
reason. Scott says that 11 the real heroine of the work 
is unhappy Clementina whose madness and indeed her 
whole conduct is sketched with the same exquisite 
pencil which drew the distresses of Clarissa."! 
Mrs. Barbauld writes, _, 
"'!!here is such tenderness and innocence in 
------------------------------------------------------1 - Scott P. 61 
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her wanderings, such af fecting starts of 
passion such a significant woe in her 
looks and attitudes, suCh a sanctity of 
mind with so mush passion, that he who 
is not moved with it, must resign the 
pretension a£ being accessible to fic-
titious sorrow.,! 
She has been accused of being a bigot, but it 
would be inconsistent in he r t o give up the religion 
that she had been so carefully educated in. One can 
see why she voluntarily ~e~ifices her love to her re-
ligious principles. 
Clementina, not having to wear the cloak of 
self-consciousness, comes to life through inadver-
tence and seizes our interest and our ardent sympathy 
as it were by accident. She is one of Richardson's 
tragic characters. 
CHARLOTTE GRANDISON 
Richardson has improved on the crude character, 
Lady Davers, and has given us Charlotte Grandison. 
She is by no means an ideal gentlewoman. 11Cbarlette 11 
' 
says Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, "behaves 141ke a hu-
mourous _ child, and should have <e'.b.een used as one, ani 
well whipped in the presence of her friendly confi-
----------~------------------------------------------ I 1- Richardson's Correspondence v. 1- Mrs. Barbauld P. 12 
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dante, Harriet.;; 
Her practical j .okes and frank contempt of the 
man who is to be her husband, are incomprehensible, 
even after one takesinto consideration that she did 
not wish to marry, but was being forced into that 
state by her brother. She could hardly endure her 
lover's devotion. "I shall hate this man, 11 she says, 
''he does nothing but hop, skip and jump, dance with 
me, grin and make mouths." 
She is a likeable character, very generous and 
has a very sympathetic attitude toward her friends. 
Even Aunt Dell who has been so unfortunate as to re-
main single, is described kindly by her, and yet she 
pokes fun at her. 
"Aunt Dell was all joy and gladness. ShB 
was in raptures last night, it seems, at 
her nephew's first arrival ••• The good 
old soul imagines she is of importance to 
him in the direction of family matters 
now I have left him. I, Harriet! the~s 
self-importance! But, good creatures, 
these old virgins% They do love to be 
thought useful. Well, and is not that a 
good sign on Aunt Nell's part? Does it 
mot look as if she would have been a use-
ful creature in the days of nightrail 
and notableness, had she been a wife in 
good time? I always thlhnk, when I see 
those badgerly virgins fond of a parrot, 
a squirrel, a monkey, or a lapdog, that 
their imagination mak es out husband and 
/ 
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children in the ani:m.als • • • Poor things. 
ni wished her in Yorkshire fifty times, as 
we sat at breakfast; for when I wanted 
to ask my brother twenty thousand questions, 
and to set him on talking, we were enter-
ta1ne i with her dreams of the night be-
fore his arrival and last night. Seas 
crossed, rivers forded _ ••• dangers es-
caped by the help of angels and saints, 
were the reveries of the former nightj 
and of the last, the music of the spheres, 
heaven, and joy, and festivity. The 
plump creatures loves good cheer, Harriet. 
In short, hardly a word could we say, but 
what put her upon recellecting a part of 
one of her dreams. Yet same excuse lies 
good, for an old soul, whose whole life 
has been but one dream, a little fal-fal-
ishly varied. "! 
The above extract shows that Charlotte has 
plenty of common sense and shows greater penetra-
tion than her brother Cl1arles or Harriet. Unhappi-
ness and discontentment which have come to her from 
her own marriage right make her say 11Married people 
by frequent absences may have a little chance of hap-
piness. 11 Her comment on the marriage arranged by her 
angelic brother for his unble Lord W. is "I never 
was fond of matches between sober young women and 
battered old rakes." She says of consultations of 
any kind turn to account. It is only a parcel of 
people getting together proposing doubts and puz-
~---------------------------------------------------l - Sir Charles Grandison pp ~7~,- 274 
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zling one another, and ending as they began, if not 
worse." 
Charlotte's enterta1n~ng letters, and especial-
ly those in which she tells about her matrimonial 
experience, add much zest to the book, and help to 
relieve the anxiety caused by the uncertainty of 
her brother's mattimonial business. 
The following dialogue takes place when Char-
lotte has been married some months, and is becoming 
adjusted to her husband's peculiarities;-
;'My Lord sent up his compliments, and de-
sired to know if he might attend me. I 
was in my dressing-room. He was not al-
ways so polite ••• Up he came, one leg 
dragged after the other, not alert as he 
used to be on admission to his Charlotte. 
The last eight st?-irs his steps sounded; 
I, go, up, and an, he~vy, heart. He en-
tered; bowed; "Were the words yours? You 
would be glad to see me nmda.ml 11 
"They were, my lord." 
"Would to God you said truthl" 
"I did, I am glad to see you. I wanted to 
talk to you ••• about this Northampton-
shire visit." 
"Are you in earnest, madam, to make that 
visit? 11 
"I a.m. Miss Byron is not well. Emily pines 
to see her so much as I. You have no ob-
jection?" 
11He was silent. 
11 Do you set out to-morrow, sir, for Windsor 
and Oxford?" 
11He sigbe d. 11 I thinl{; so, aa.dam. 11 
_I _ I_ - -· 
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"Shall you visit Lord W?" 
rri shall. II 
"And complain to him of me, my lord?" He shook 
his grave head as if there were wisdom in it. 
Be quiet, Harriet ••• not good all at once ••• 
that would be not to hold it. 
"No, madam, I have done compla:tning to any-
body. You will one day see that you have 
not acted generously by the man who l oves 
you as his own soul." 
"This, and his eyes glistening moved me; 11 Have 
we not been both wrong, my lord?" 
"Perhaps we have, madam, but here is the dif-
ference. I have been wrong with a right 
intention; you have been wrong and studied 
to be so." · 
"Prettily said. Repeat it, my lord. How was 
it?" And I took his hand and looked very 
graciously. 
11 I cannot beary these airs of contempt." 
11 If you call them so, you are wrong, my 
lord, though perhaps intending to be 
right." 
11 He did not see how good I was disposed to 
be; as I said, a change Sll at once would 
have been unnatural. 
"Very well, madaml 11 and turned from me with 
an air, half grieved, half angry. 
"Only answer me, my lord. Are you willing I 
should go to Northamptonshire? 11 
11 If you choose to go, I have no objection. 
Miss Byron is an angel." 
11Nor don't be perverse, Lord G. Don't praise 
Miss Byron at the expense of somebody else. 11 
"Would to hiaaven, madam ••••" 
11 I wish so too. And I put my hand before his 
mouth J. so kindlyl 
11He held it there with to th his, and kissed 
it. m was not offended. 11 But do you actual-
ly set out for Windsor and Oxford to-morrow, 
my lord?" 
11Not, madam, if you have any commands 1b r me. 11 
ftWhy, now, that's well sai~. Has your lordship 
anything to propose to me?" 
59 
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''I could not be so welcome to you, as your 
escort, as I am sure I Should be to Miss 
Byron and her .friends asher guest?" 
"You c<:>uld ·:' not? How can you say so, my 
lord? You would do me both honour add 
pleasure." 
"What would I give, that you mean what you 
say I 11 
"I do mean it, my lord. My hand upon it. I 
held out my hand .for his. He snatched it, 
and I t hought would have devoured it. 11 1 
EMILY JERVO~...§. 
O.f t he minor characte·rs Emily J erib; : s has 
her attractions although at times she is too pre-
cocious .for her age and at others her ingenuous-
ness is a little force. uWhat a pleasure, yet what 
a pair, is them ~ sighing when I think of himl 
Yet I know I am m innocent girl." It does seem 
a bit odd that such a young girl should have any 
thoughts about her innocence. It is a .fact that 
young women grew up and matured early in the eigh-
teenth century but she should have been better off 
i.f she had remained in boarding school and kept 
well employed, till her fascinating guardian was 
settled about his future wi.fe. 
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SUMMARY 
It is no figure of hyperbole to say that wach 
of Richardson's three books might have been written 
by a woman. His heroines are real women in striking 
contrast to most heroines of man-made fiction, and 
he writes about them from a woman's point of view. 
His personal character, though far from effeminate, 
seems to have been essentially feminine. He had all 
a woman's sensitiveness, all a woman's insight into 
motive, all a woman's love of detail and the exter-
nal} all: a woman's faultiness of judgment and lack 
of true proportion. 
It is interesting to eompare Richardson• s 
heroines with those of Fieldir.g, his great rival. 
Fielding's big-hearted, bouncing heroines are not 
really women at all. FannY and Amelia are unblush-
ing boys, seen from the exterior, and seen from 
Fielding's point of view, whereas Prunela is never 
seen from any point of view but Pamela's. Yet we 
do not hesitate to admit both Sophia and Amelia 
(characters of Fielding) to the intimate circle 
of our friends, we do hesitate about admitting 
Pamela or . Clarissa, Anna Howe or Charlotte Grandi-
son. The reason is that Pamela, Anm Howe, and Char-
l otte Grandison are not quite flesh and blood today. 
Richardson's women are women, but contradictorily 
they are not quite human beings. The woman is there, 
but she is so hidden in the excesses of hyperbole 
and lacedup in the conventions of the age that we 
lose sight of her hUIDBnity and find her out of place 
in our affections as her clothes would be in our cen-
tury. 
Sophie and Amelia wore mittens and pan~ers, lo~­
ly Fanny wore ear caps like Panela, bu·:; it is possible 
to imagine Fanny, Sophia, and Amelia i n the styles of 
today, while the clothes of Richardson's women are a 
part of them, and if' we wish to make f'riends with Pam-
ela, Clarissa, or Harriet Byron, we must not hope to 
bring them into this age, but must go to meet them 
in their ovm. 
A f'ar deeper knowledge of', and sympathy with, 
the eighteenth certury is necessary for the reader of 
Richardson than f'or the reader of Fielding, Smollett, 
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ob Sterne. These writers give us an eighteenth cen-
tury picture which it is possible to appreciate from 
a t wentieth century point of view, but in order to 
enjoy and understand Richardson, we must transport 
ourself to the days of artificial sentL~ent and puri-
tanical morality. We are repaid by a bruly inward 
knowledge of eighteenth-century middle-class life, 
and t hought tha'l; l. t; to be found bet t er i n Ri chardson 
than in my other writer. In t h e novels of Richard -
son, we see life as it was lived by women in great 
manor houses and cottages, the domestic life of the 
period, the every day life of the period. In this 
respect the author's limited and highly feminine out-
look is ~ stinctly an advantage. 
Comparing Richardson with George Meredith, the 
greatest and most convincing feminist, we see a fai-
lure, in Richardson - he does not give us the best in 
women-hood. His women are t he best of an inferior type, 
models of c:b...a_stity, eha.rity, and submission, but fall-
ing down in the broades t virtues of courage and dig-
nity, spirit and truth. Dr. Johnson said, 11There :!s 
always something which Clarissa prefers to truth." 
Richardson's heroines seldom lift their eyes above 
63 
the lines of virtue and decorum. Meredith's Dianna 
would have recognized at once Lovelace as a bounder, 
and Sir Charles Grandison as a prig, whereas Richard-
son's heroines regarded them as respectively, a fine 
gentleman and a saint. They are women's men undoubtedly 
but men l oved by an inferior order of women, the 
type which surrounded Richardson as he wrote. 
Pamela isperhaps the best drawn character in 
the three novels. She is an admirable picture of 
alittle eighteenth-century serving maid ; good and 
conscientious, servilely attentive, even grovelling 
to her superiors, though sometimes capable of pertness, 
in many ways, beautifully innocent, in others extra-
ordinarily wary and sophiticated. Richardson's 
mistake lies in forcing this very human and faulty 
little maid upon us as a model of all the virtues, 
particularly of the virtue in which she is most 
lacking. 
Clarissa, like Pamela, is not quite what the 
author intended, but this tL~e it is all to her ad-
vantage. Richardson meant her to be something above 
the goodness of this worl~, endowed with every vir-
tue as she is crowned with every sorrow. But the 
-------· r··--- -------------·-- -------------
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divine Glarissa is in many ways beautifully human. 
We forget her advice to tm daughters ofthe poor 
to 11 fly the delusions of men 11 when we find J::e r 
blundering so innocently and helplessly into the 
snares a man has spread, and we forget her "needle-
work and discretion" when we see her tearing L0 ve-
lace's ruffles. There is in her a mmngling of ob-
stinacy andirresolution which is essentially human 
and essentially feminine. \~ile the moral of Pamela 
is virtue rewarded, the moral of Clarissa is certain-
ly virtue triumphant. 
Of the two heroines in Sir Chan·les Grandison1 
Clementina is perhaps the more attractive. Harriet 
Byrdln suffers from her mission as a "model of' true 
female excellence." She is kind-hearted, dutiful, 
but she is too co~nunicative for our modern taste 
and yet is rather quiet and colouriless. "Her charac-
ter," says Mrs. Barbauld, "has no very prominent fea-
ture, except her love for Sir Charles." Slementina be-
longs to a rarely portrayed tYPe - the gentle bigot, 
and there is about her a delicate pathos which at once 
wins our sympathy. 
11The gaiety of Richardson's characters," 
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says Lord Jeffrey, 11is extre~ly girlish . 
and silly, ru d is more lik_ the prattle of 
spoiled children than the wit and pleasan-
try of persons acquainted with the world. 11 1 
. -
Lady Mary Wortley Montague, a contemporary wom-
an-critic write~, 
"Anna Howe and Charlotte Grandison are recommen-
ded as patterns of d1 arming pleasantry, 
and applauded by his saint-like dames, 
who mistake pert folly for wit and hu-
mor, and ill-virtue for spirit and fir$. 11 2 
11 
•••••••• Charlotte acts with an ingrati--
tude, I think, too black for human nature, with 
such coarse jolces and low expressions 
as are only to be heardamong the low-
est class of people. 11£, 
The interest in Richardson's worlcs, in spite of 
long windedness, is so excellently maintained, and the 
characters, in spite of stif fness and inconsistencies 
so lifelike, that one is' carried breathlessly from 
one incident to another , and our criticism is smoth-
ered with emotion. vVhile we read, we do not realize 
that our excitement and our horror are ridiculous, 
that Pfu~ela is more of a prudent maiden than a mod-
est maiden, that Clarissa comes very near at times 
to being a fool, and it is not worth the troublesome 
thoughts as to whether Harriet Byron w~ll marry Sir 
-------------------------------------------------------1 - Richardson - Jeffrey P. 31 
2 - Richardson - Chas. Thompon - P. 63 
3 - Richardson - Sheila K. Smith - P. 31 
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Charles Grandison or not. 
I 
One of Richardson's faults as a write is lack 
of variety in his characterization - Lady pa vers' type 
becomes Anna Howe in CBrissa, and Lady G i n Grandison. 
Richardson was an advocate of mental advancement 
in women. His sentiments weem to have been more fa-
vorable a#ter he had intercourse with the fashionable 
world; for Clarissa has been taught Latin, but Miss 
Byron has been made to say that a woman who knows the 
learned languages is as an owl among birds. 
What must impress the reader of Richardson is 
the independence of his well-born young hdies. No 
A~erican busire ss woman could be more capable of h~ 
money than Clarissa, Emi ly J~o. is, and Miss Byron. 
For example, Emily J61:1 ·voi.s, Sir Charles Grandison's 
ward, has at the age of fourteen a carriage of her own, 
in which she drives about shopping, attended only by 
her 1mid~ Her fortune of fifty-thousand pmunds is in 
Sir Charles' care,but she appears to have any amount of 
money a t :· her disposal • 
I 
• 
C 0 N C L U S I 0 N 
Samuel Richardson was the first psychological 
analytical-sentimental novelist. To him the world is 
indebted for the epistol~ry novel. He was an anatomist 
of the female heart and his women characters are on the 
whole perfec"Gly dra1.;:rn if not completely alive persons. 
His high moral aLn is exemplified by his novels ani 
he repudiates the degenerate code of honor of the upper 
classes. His contemporary readers found in him defi-
nite satisfaction to their desire for sentllnent; he 
gave them reality and substance in fiction. 
Whatever estiri1B.te may be formed of the Richardson, 
he did influence the thought in the Jatter half of the 
eighteenth century. With a revival of feeling on the 
c~t~nent, Richardson helped the wave of sentimental-
ism t;o break l oose and <Oc S a result had a large share 
in the cosmopolitan age. His influence was felt great-
ly in France. 
Richardson influenced Sterne, Mackenzie, Jane Aus-
ten, Diderot, Rousseau, Balzac, George Sand, Alfred de 
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Musset and Goldoni. 
Volta:i:re was effected by the fashion of the period 
and his Nanine was a dramatization of Panela. Rousseau's 
Nouvelle Heloise was suggested by Cbarissa. 
In Germany his influence was also deep-reaching. 
Gellert translated Pamela and Sir Bharles Grandison. 
His novel, Das Leben der schwedischen Grafin von G, 
shows Richardson's influence. Hermes and Sophie La 
Roche followed Gellert's example. Klopstock longed 
to be personally acquainted with Richardson. 
John Stinstra made a Dutch translation of Claris-
sa; and in Italy, Goldoni created a sensation when he 
adapted Pamela for the stage. 
I 
I 
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D I G E S T 
In the introduction is a brief history of the 
rise of the novel teacing the literary progress made 
from the romances of the seventeenth century to the ap-
pearance of Hichardson 1 s novels. The rise of tre middle 
class gave great impetus to t he need of a new form of 
literature. 
Richardson's literary qualities are compared to 
those of some of his early contemporaries. His moral 
aira is cited in the trilogy of novels. 
The first chapter deals with t he "Father of the 
English Novel, 11 Samuel Richardson. He was born in Der-
byshire, the son of a well-to-do-joiner ... He received 
little education and certainly had no ~, UL~iversity 
training. His father wished to make 111m a clergyman 
but because of financial reverses he was apprenticed 
to a printer. His literary tendencies we~e early re-
vealed in his love of letter-writing and his inclina-
tion to preaching which were shown in his employment 
by young ladies as an inditer oftheir love affairs. 
In 1719 he set up a printing business and three 
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yea rs later he married the daughter of his first em-
ployer. She bore him sLx children ,only one survived 
infancy. A year after her death he remarr .:li.ed and again 
has six children, some of whom die~. 
He was briefly connected with the True Briton 
established by the Duke of ~Vharton. His prosperity 
ms seen by his lease of a country residence at Hammer-
smith in 1739 and fifteen years later a residence at: 
Parson' s Green where he died at the age of seventy-
two years. 
Richardson was a very religiou~,laborious and 
very honorable man. His literary successes developed 
other less admirable traits in his disposition. He 
developed an ahsorbing egotiam that left him with an 
overpowering vanity. 
His sensitive temperament was attuned to the na-
ture of women so by far his characters .are remarkably 
feminine. We can easily understand why he was so fond 
of the society of women who were so appreciative of a 
man of such a nature. 
Chapter two tells the origin ofthe first novel 
of Richardson• s m d gives a cr itical analysis of his 
first heroine, Pamela Andrevrs. He was asked by two 
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rriends, printers like h±mselr, to prepare a collec-
tion or letters that would be or help to country read-
ers who were unable to indite ror themselves. One or 
the subjects in this collection emphasized the danger 
surrounding the position or an attractive young woman 
in domestic service. Ricardson's first novel grew out 
or this treatment. The book was written in the rorm 
of letters due to the accident or its orig1n. 
Pamela's whole story enrorces the dmctrine that 
virtue proves mn the end to be the best policy. Her 
fate, her triumph, and happiness bring all our anxie-
ties to an end. She resists temptation but at the cost of 
her maidenly reserve and delicacy. She escapes burn-
ing but does not hesitate to play with rire. She is 
neither delicate in feeling nor pureminded; her op-
portunism and adventurous view of morality are warpe d . 
Lady Davers and Mrs. Jewkes are minor characters. 
There is coarseness in their delineations and great 
Vulgarity in their conversations. 
In Chapter three I discuss Clarissa Harlowe con-
sidered by many as Richardson 's masterpieces. The moral 
aim in this book is similar: to Pamela. Unlike Pamela, 
letters are written by others as well as by the heroine. 
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The author reveals his conception of love; the theme 
and treatment are more sustained and refined. 
Any one who reads the book through will feel the 
power with which our sympathies are attached to every 
sentiment of the unhappy Olaris~ Nothing is finer 
than the evolution of her feelb1gs for her l over. There 
is a true nobleness and dignity in Clarissa, a capacity 
for great suffering and a true delicacy. 
The sprightly Miss Howe gives relief to the tra-
gic theme. She is a remarkable creature, a woman of 
the finest bree'.OJ.ing, with an airy, mocking, gaiety that 
masks a pene tra t ing judgment and a golden heart. 
Chapter four. The third novel of the series, The 
History of Sir Charles Grandison, has a hero who is the 
male counterpart ::,of CJa rissa. Technically it is better 
than the two preceding novels, as it is more skillful-
ly constructed and more varied in interest. 
The main plot is the triangular love story of Sir 
Charles Grandison, the Italian Signorina Glementina della 
Poretta and Miss Harriet Byron. The minor plot revolves 
around Charlotte Grandison, the younger sister of Sir 
Charles, and her treatment before and after marriage 
to her humble suitor. 
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We find Harriet Byron lacking in genuine delica-
cy and unaffected charm. The disappointed ladies, 
Clementina and Emily Jervo i s, appeal more strongly 
to our s~pathies. Sir Charles fruitless wooing of 
Clementina makes Harriet Byron , the least enviable ani 
dignified of heroines. 
Clementina torn between her religion and her 
passion for Sir Charles excites our sympathy. But her 
delirium when he refuses to be converted branches of f 
marr-y 
into mel odrama. When she decided that she cannot/ S:1r 
.. 
Charles, she ceases to have further interest for the 
reader. 
Charlotte Grru1dison is cast in the same mould as 
Miss Howe. An inexhaustible flow of raillery and a 
spirit of indep·endent feminism are combined to keen 
perception and genuine loyalty of heart. Emily Jervo i s_, 
the ward of Sir Charles, l oves her guardian with filial 
affection till the announcement of his engagement to 
Miss Byron reveals to her the true state of her beart. 
Chapter five - Summary Comparisons are made be-
tween the heroines of Fielding and Richardson, and the 
heroines of Meredith and Richardson. Fielding's hero-
i nes are not r eally women at all while Meredith's wom-
en are of a superior type of womanhood. 
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Examples are given of some of Richardson's be-
liefs, such a ~ental advancement fo r women and feminine 
--independence. 
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